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The problem of this study was to investigate the resilient

effects of selected string tensions in various types of tennis

rackets. The rackets selected were the Wilson T-2000, Head

Professional, Head Master, Dunlop Fort, Dunlop Austral, and

Yamaha Composite. Each racket was randomly strung and tested

at 45, 52.5, and 60 pounds of string tension. The testing

involved dropping a tennis ball 100 inches onto the racket

face, which was stationary, and measuring the height of the

ball bounce. The data collected from the rackets and string

tensions were analyzed by the analysis of variance and the .05

level of confidence was used to determine significance. A

significant difference occurred between the Head Professional

and Wilson T-2000 and the Head Professional and Yamaha Com-

posite. Significant differences occurred between all three

string tensions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Tennis has become known as "the game of the 1970's."

All over America, public parks to elite country clubs alike

have witnessed the growing popularity of the sport. Tennis

matches may be viewed practically every weekend on television

and soon will join baseball and football in Monday night view-

ing. Enthusiasm for tennis has virtually reached epidemic

proportions. While sales in most retail areas were declining

and the government statisticians are saying that our country

has been in a recession, the publishers of tennis trade maga-

zines cite national surveys indicating that the sale of tennis

apparel and equipment is up 25 percent in 1975 and was up 48

percent in 1974. Almost eight and one-half million rackets

were bought in 1974 (14).

The rise in popularity of tennis and sales of its equip-

ment has been exceeded only by the expanded spectrum of

equipment available to the consumer. Within the past ten

years the variety of tennis rackets available to the consumer

has increased ten times (17, p. 41), with the cost ranging from

approximately two dollars to one hundred fifty dollars. Until

a few years ago the choice of rackets was limited to the kind

and size of wood racket. Today, rackets vary in size and shape
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as well as material, which includes wood, steel, aluminum,

fiberglass, graphite, and various combinations of the above.

Choosing strings for the racket presents the same situation.

Several years ago the choice of string available to the

tennis player was either gut, which is the string preferred

by most tennis players and authorities (1, pp. 124-125;

2, p. 8; 10; 12, pp. 9-10; 14, pp. 71-76; 15, pp. 10-11;

18, p. 159), or monofilament or braided nylon. Now the types

of strings have been expanded to include oil-filled nylon

and other synthetics with an array of trade names such as

Blue Star, Vantage, and Super Eternal, which are all purported

to "play like gut."

Another choice that the tennis player is faced with today

is that of string gauge and tension at which the racket should

be strung. Should one choose a fifteen gauge string which is

believed to be more durable or the sixteen gauge string which

is believed to be more resilient (1, pp. 124-125; 2, p. 8;

14, pp. 71-76; 18, p. 159)? Concerning the stringing tension,

practically every tennis source suggests that the player or

consumer seeks the advice of his stringer, and yet many stringers

do not play tennis and are not knowledgeable about the effects

of string tension during play. If the same consumer were to

seek the advice of several professional tennis teachers or

players, the answer would probably include a variance of ten

to fifteen pounds of tension. The same is true of many of the

professional touring players: some have their rackets strung
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board tight (sixty to sixty-five pounds), while some who are

considered to be power players have their rackets strung at

forty-five to forty-seven pounds, which is considered very

loose (9, p. 18; 17, p. 29; 18, p. 159). During the 1975

World Championship of Tennis Finals, Bjorn Borg had his rackets

strung at seventy-four pounds of tension while Rod Laver had

his strung at only fifty-three pounds. Both players demon-

strated a great deal of control and power during their matches

and both were very particular and exact about the tension at

which each racket was strung.

One would assume that if the choices of racket, string,

and string tension are important in tennis that a considerable

amount of scientific research would have been conducted in

these areas. However, after careful scrutiny of the litera-

ture, it must be concluded that there has been a very limited

amount of research conducted in this area. Several articles

about string tension appeared in 1970 and 1971 issues of

World Tennis (5, p. 20; II, pp. 20-22). They were followed

by many letters to the editor concerning the validity of

the information included in the articles (6, pp. 2-10; 7, pp.

4-6). One of the letters suggested that some scientific re-

search could possibly aid in resolving this issue (7, p. 4).

An attempt was made to solicit information from sporting

goods companies about possible research conducted in this

area; however, the following excerpt from one of the replies

reflects the general attitude of these companies:
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I regret to inform you that we consider all of our
testing procedures and data as confidential informa-
tion. It is necessary to do so, because we believe
that this data could be helpful to our competition.
I think you will find that our posture is not an
uncommon one for this kind of information (8).

Therefore, the dilemma as to choice of racket, type of

strings, and amount of tension which faces the tennis player

and consumer is indeed baffling. Other factors which should

be considered in the racket choice are the force with which

the racket will be swung (partially determined by the choice

of weight of the racket) and the velocity of the ball which

will most often be encountered.

While this study will not attempt to provide the complex

formula for best racket, string, and tension selection for

each individual, it is hoped that the results of this study

will provide some basic information from which additional

research may be undertaken. Also, it is hoped that conclu-

sions drawn in this study will provide additional information

of value to those people interested in obtaining objective

scientific data about tennis rackets and strings in order to

improve their selection.

Statement of Problem

The problem of this study was to investigate the resilient

effects of selected string tension in various types of tennis

rackets.
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Purposes of the Study

The purposes of the study were as follows:

1. To determine if there is a significant difference

in resiliency between 45, 52.5, and 60 pounds of string ten-

sion on selected tennis rackets.

2. To determine if there is a significant difference

in resiliency among a sample of seven widely used tennis

rackets.

3. To determine if there is a significant difference in

resiliency attributable to the interaction effect of string

tension and the type of racket model.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions were pertinent to this study:

Feel.--A kinesthetic sense which generally denotes aware-

ness or movement sensation that aids in controlling the ball

expecially when executing touch shots (16, p. 206).

Gauge.--The gauge of the string indicates the thickness.

The higher the gauge, the thinner the string; therefore, fif-

teen gauge is thicker than sixteen gauge (14, p. 75).

Gut.--Strings used for the stringing of tennis rackets

which are obtained from the intestines of animals and are

generally considered to have superior playing properties as

compared with synthetic strings (14, p. 75).

Interaction effect.--An experimental effect where two

variables do not function independently (3).
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Resilience.--The elasticity or ability of the strings

in the racket to give velocity to the ball (2).

Tension.--The pounds of force pulled on each string when

the racket is strung (2).

Limitations of the Study

The following were the limitations of the study:

1. The racket head had no velocity while measuring

resiliency.

2. The tennis ball had less velocity than usually would

be evidenced during play.

3. The bounce of the tennis ball was not perfectly re-

liable.

Delimitations of the Study

The following factors delimited the scope of the study:

1. Seven tennis rackets representing different construc-

tion in materials, shape, and head size were selected: the

Wilson Kramer, Wilson T-2000, Dunlop Fort, Dunlop Maxply

Austral, Head Professional, Head Master, and the Yamaha Com-

posite.

2. The Dunlop Championship ball was selected as the

tennis ball to be used.

3. Resiliency was measured by dropping the ball from

102.5 inches onto a tennis racket secured on a platform.

4. Ashaway sixteen gauge nylon string was selected as

the string to be used.
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5. The Threelastic stringing machine was selected to

string the rackets.

6. The Bouncer was used in this study to keep the balls

pressurized.

Chapter Summary

Tennis has become big business in America and the selec-

tion of rackets has become very complex. An attempt has been

made to present the complexities that the consumer encounters

and the lack of consensus among authorities as to a formula

for racket and string selection. This chapter presented the

nature and importance of need for this study. It included

(1) the statement of the problem, (2) definition of terms,

(3) limitations of the study, and (4) delimitations of the

study.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A review of the literature revealed that the number of

scientific studies investigating tennis equipment is very

limited. Research of this nature is probably conducted by

the various manufacturing companies on their products; how-

ever, the results of their research and testing is apparently

not shared information. Perhaps this is due to the competi-

tion among these manufacturers. Although little scientific

information was located, there is an abundance of information

available which is pertinent to this study. Therefore, the

review will contain both scientific and non-scientific infor-

mation which was chosen primarily because of its relationship

to the various phases of this investigation: rackets, string,

gauge of string, and string tension.

The game that is now known as tennis was first played

without a racket (racquet) or paddle. The racket was intro-

duced in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century (13,

p. 356). Since its inception, the racket has undergone many

changes and is currently under scrutiny by tennis adherents.

The rules of the game of tennis give detailed specifica-

tions for the type of ball to be used in the game; however,

there are no specifications or description of the racket other

than "the implement used to strike the ball" (17, pp. 71-72).

10
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Although commonly unknown, a player may use any implement or

as many as he would want to carry, provided that he does not

hit the ball with his hand (17, p. 72). Therefore, a player

may use any shape, size, weight, or length of racket he

chooses. Despite this tremendous latitude, tennis rackets

have remained relatively unchanged in shape and size for the

past sixty years with only a few variations (27, p. 21).

Although the rules of tennis do not dictate specific

racket standards, manufacturers have generally set racket-

frame specifications that usually make them the same length

and the same size head. A typical racket is about twenty-

seven inches long; the shaft is generally about fifteen inches

long; while the bow or head is twelve inches long and nine

inches wide (17, pp. 72-73). Even though the length and width

are generally standardized, shapes of racket heads, weights

of rackets, grip sizes, distribution of the weight of the

racket, frame material, flexibility, type of string, string

gauge, string tension, and cost vary noticeably.

There appears to be quite a difference in how rackets

made of various materials "play." It is generally assumed

that the more flexibility a racket has, the more power it will

provide its user. The generally accepted premise has been

that flexibility equals less control and less flexibility

equals more control (4, 11, 17). It has been also generally

agreed that steel rackets are more flexible, more durable,

and more expensive than wood rackets. Gallagher (4, 5) reported
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testing of flexibility, balance, and torque which indicated

that none of the general statements about the above are valid

except the higher cost. Several of the non-wood rackets had

more resistance to bending than the stiffest wood racket

tested.

Billie Jean King (8) and Toley (9), tennis coach at Uni-

versity of Southern California, maintain that only players

with advanced skill level should play with metal rackets be-

cause these players have already learned to hit the ball

properly. But, Gould (6), tennis coach at Stanford, contends

that the selection of a wood or a metal racket is primarily

a matter of personal preference and has nothing to do with the

playing ability of a user.

Racket manufacturers are currently experimenting with

the type of material used to construct rackets, and the shapes

of racket heads. The Head Master has a rounder head with eigh-

teen long strings and eighteen cross strings which is believed

will place equal tension on all parts of the frame. The pro-

ponents of the metal racket and the round head design claim

that there is optimum tension in the string area (25). A

racket with an adjustable head (which can be made larger or

smaller and thus control and alter the string tension at will)

has recently been introduced to the tennis market (2).

First mention of strings being used in a racket for play-

ing tennis was made in 1555 in a book written by an Italian

priest. The first rackets were strung diagonally while the
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horizontal and perpendicular stringing came about some time

later. The diagonal method remained popular in Europe for

many years (7, pp. 16-17). Today the horizontal and perpen-

dicular method of stringing is universally accepted; but

occasionally there are certain designs that are suggested,

as the one now being advertised by a company where there is

an interlacing of the nylon strings in a fishnet type of

loose stringing which is purported to be good for players with

tendonitis, commonly referred to as "tennis elbow" (3).

Many stringers believe that the placement of the strings

in a racket may have some effect on the stringing effect.

Wilson manufacturers use a suspension system in their T-2000,

T-3000, and T-4000 whereby strings are suspended by wire that

spirals around the frame. Seamless manufacturers and others

use a plastic internal string system which they purport to

equalize the string tension throughout the head of the racket

(28).

There are basically four kinds of strings that have been

used for stringing rackets. They are gut, nylon (and other

synthetics)., silk, and steel. Silk is no longer used because

of its poor performance and its lack of durability. Steel,

too, is almost nonexistent today because of the wear on the

covers of balls.

The common belief that the gut used in stringing rackets

is "cat" gut is a myth. The quality of gut used in stringing

rackets varies from lamb and beef, the most satisfactory, to
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the least satisfactory qualities of hog and horse gut. The

gut is obtained from the smooth side of the intestines and is

usually a very narrow strip about twenty feet long. It takes

twenty-five of these twisted together like cable to make one

string. It has been estimated that about fifty sheep must

surrender their lives to string one racket (21). Gut strings

are considered to give better "feel" and more resilience.

Addie (1, p. 76) claims that it protects against tendonitis

("tennis elbow"), and that rackets strung with gut have a wider

"sweet spot" when strung at a high tension. The "sweet spot"

is the center of the racket face where the ball rebounds the

liveliest and there is the least vibration felt by the player

(16, pp. 9-10). Generally speaking, gut is not as durable as

nylon and is much more susceptible to moisture since dampness

tends to increase the tension and continued contact with mois-

ture may cause the strings to swell to the breaking point.

Most gut is coated with a resin which gives some protection

to the string. The use of top spin, cutting, and twist serv-

ing are all very abrasive and may require more frequent string-

ing with gut strings.

Nylon and other synthetics are considered to be better

for humidity and temperature changes but do not have as desir-

able playing characteristics as does gut. It is much less

expensive and therefore more tennis authorities agree that it

is adequate for the player with average skill (22, p. 3; 23).

Trabert (23) contends that nylon is better in metal rackets
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because the racket is more lively and the nylon helps give

better control of the ball, but this position is not substan-

tiated by other authorities.

There are basically three kinds of nylon: monofilament,

braided, and oil-filled. The least expensive is monofilament

nylon which is clear with slick playing surface. It has little

friction as the ball contacts the strings and stretches and

snaps. Braided nylon or woven nylon has many strands which

are twisted 'together to give a more "gut like" effect. The

new oil-filled nylon is braided around an oil core. This is

believed to make it play more like gut with greater "feel"

and resilience. Super Eternal, Blue Star, and Vantage are the

trade names for some other synthetics which are believed to

play more like gut than the average nylon.

The cost of having a racket strung with gut ranges from

twenty to twenty-five dollars including the stringing, while

the cost of having it strung with nylon is approximately ten

to fifteen dollars. Many authorities feel that if a player

can tell the differences in "feel" and resilience between

playing with gut and playing with nylon, then he should use

gut strings; or, as the player's standard of play improves,

he should change from nylon to gut strings (12; 16, p. 10;

22, p. 159; 24).

Knuttgen (10), in 1959, studied the effects of gut and

nylon strings in tennis rackets. Three advanced players were

tested on tennis tests of accuracy, velocity, and skill using
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the same racket strung with nylon and gut at fifty-four,

fifty-eight, and sixty-two pounds of tension. The results

indicated that string material aid not significantly affect

the results on an accuracy test, gut was significantly better

than nylon (.01) on the skill test, and there was no signifi-

cant difference between string materials on the velocity test.

Gauge indicates the thickness of the string; therefore,

the higher the gauge, the thinner the string. The higher

gauge string has more "feel" and resilience but is less dur-

able. Tournament players usually prefer sixteen gauge and

some may use seventeen gauge in spite of the fact that it

wears more rapidly and has to be replaced more often (6, p.

60). In 1973, Michulka (14) studied the effects of different

tennis string gauge on the same tennis racket by dropping a

ball onto a stationary racket and measuring the rebound.

Those results indicated that sixteen gauge was significantly

(.05) more resilient than fifteen gauge string.

There appears to be a difference of opinion concerning

how tightly a racket should be strung. Most sources agree

that the degree of tightness is dependent upon the player's

level of ability and what kind of game he plays. Tighter

strings have been considered to be more resilient and favor

speed while looser strings favor control (22, p. 159; 23, p.

3). Therefore, tension should be increased to a point where

accuracy may be maintained (4, p. 11). But Jay Monroe (15),

in his controversial article in World Tennis, contended that
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if the tension in the racket strings were reduced from sixty

pounds to forty pounds, the speed of the ball off the strings

would be increased 2 percent because "the ball will be com-

pressed less and the stringing stretched relatively more,

resulting in a reduction of total energy loss." He claims

this relationship holds true down to about thirty pounds of

tension.

Knuttgen (10) found that string tension did not signifi-

cantly affect the results on accuracy and skill, but sixty-two

pounds of tension was significantly better (.05) than fifty-

eight pounds of tension on velocity. Michulka's study (14)

indicated a significant difference (.05) between all string

tension (45, 50, 55, and 60) performances with resilience in-

versely proportional to the amount of tension on the strings.

Ken Rosewall, 1973 World Championship of Tennis winner,

contends that many people mistakenly believe that top players

have their rackets strung board tight or something over sixty-

five pounds of tension to get power and pace out of a shot.

However, a majority of players appear to prefer medium tension.

Those who agree with Rosewall prefer a lower tension because

they believe that the ball stays on the strings longer which

provides more control. John Newcombe, 1972 Wimbledon winner,

had his rackets strung at forty-eight pounds when he won that

tournament, and his shots were not lacking in power (19, p. 29).

Likewise, Vic Seixas had his rackets strung at sixty-five pounds

and John Bromwich had his at forty-six pounds. Yet, both are

world known players (22, p. 159).
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Plagenhoef (18, pp. 113-115) purports that the tension

varies with the size of the racket head as well as the setting

of the stringing machine. A smaller racket head requires less

stringing tension to obtain the same amount of string deflec-

tion at impact as a larger head strung more tightly.

Although the rules of tennis give no specifications for

the racket or any description thereof, there are rules that

not only specify the size and weight of the tennis ball, but

even define their resiliency and the testing conditions and

procedures with great accuracy. The following are specifica-

tions as to how a ball bounce is to be tested:

1. The ball shall be dropped four times prior to testing.

2. Unless otherwise specified, all tests shall be made

at a temperature of approximately sixty-eight degrees Fahren-

heit and a relative humidity of approximately 60 percent.

3. All balls should be removed from their container and

kept at recognized temperature and humidity for twenty-four

hours prior to testing.

4. Unless otherwise specified, the limits are for a test

conducted in an atmospheric pressure resulting in a barometric

reading of approximately thirty inches of mercury.

5. Measurements are to be taken from the bottom of the

ball.

6. The ball shall be more than two and a half inches

and less than two and five-eighths inches in diameter.
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7. The ball shall have a bound of more than fifty-three

inches and less than fifty-eight inches when dropped one hun.

dred inches upon a concrete base (26).

Chapter Summary

Since there is sparsity of academic publications concern-

ing the effects of different variables on tennis racket per-

formance, this chapter combined a background of the information

and research studies pertinent to the investigation. The

review of literature included information concerning the

areas of rackets, string, gauge of string, and string tension.

There appears to be general agreement concerning the effects

of different types of string and string gauge, but general

disagreement concerning the effects of different rackets and

string tension.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY

The problem of this study was to determine whether

differences exist in resiliency of three selected string

tensions and seven selected types of tennis rackets.

Preliminary Procedures

The initial procedure in this study was a comprehensive

review of the literature. Materials related to types of

tennis rackets, methods of stringing, stringing materials,

and stringing tensions were included. Information from these

studies was utilized, but since the rules of tennis have no

specifications concerning the racket, there were no official

sources available which included testing procedures for the

racket or strings. The testing procedures selected for this

study were adaptations of the procedures set forth by the

United States Tennis Association for testing the bounce of

tennis balls (10, pp. 427-28, 439).

Selection of Models

The models of this study were seven different rackets

made by four different companies. The criteria for selection

were construction materials, head size and shape, and preva-

lence in use. The following rackets were selected: (1) Wilson

22
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Kramer, (2) Wilson T-2000, (3) Dunlop Fort, (4) Dunlop Maxply

Austral, (5) Head Master, (6) Head Professional, and (7) Yamaha

Composite.

Construction materials.--The rackets were selected to

provide a sampling of the materials (wood, steel, aluminum,

and composition) from which most rackets are made. The wood

rackets selected were Wilson Kramer, Dunlop Fort, and Dunlop

Maxply Austral. The Wilson T-2000 was the steel racket, the

Head Master and Head Professional were the aluminum rackets,

and the Yamaha Composite was a composition of fiberglass and

aluminum.

Head size and shape.--The selection of the above rackets

was made to provide a sampling of the shape and size of heads

of rackets available. The oval-shaped head was represented

by Wilson Kramer, Dunlop Fort, Head Professional, and Yamaha

Composite. The Dunlop Austral is constructed with an oval

head, but is smaller in size than the others. The Wilson

T-2000 and Head Master are constructed with round heads.

Prevalence in use.--Of the rackets selected, the Wilson

Kramer and Dunlop Fort were two of the three wood rackets,

and the Head Master and Head Professional were the two metal

rackets recommended by the Professional Stringers Association

(1, pp. 28-31). The Wilson T-2000 was the steel racket se-

lected because it is by far the most popular steel racket
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according to an annual racket research conducted by Tennis

Industry (2, p. 24). The Dunlop Maxply Austral was selected

because of its unique small-sized head and not because of

prevalence of use. The Yamaha Composite was chosen from the

five most widely used composite rackets (2, p. 24).

General Procedures in Test Administration

Each racket was randomly strung with the same type of

string (16 gauge Ashaway nylon) at 45, 52.5, and 60 pounds

of tension. All rackets were strung by the same stringer

who is a member of the Professional Stringers Association

and who strings for the World Championship of Tennis. Each

racket was strung the same way for the differences inherent

in the different types of rackets. The Ashaway nylon string

was selected because nylon is the recommended string for the

average player (4; 6, p. 10; 7, p. 159; 8, p. 3; 9) and Ashaway

is the largest American producer of nylon strings (1). The

sixteen gauge string was selected after a pilot study was

completed which indicated that sixteen gauge string was more

resilient under the testing conditions used in this study (5).

The three tensions were selected because they represent the

lower (45) and upper (60) tensions at which most rackets are

strung, with the intermediate tension being 52.5 pounds (6,

pp. 10-11; 8, p. 3; 11, pp. 13-14). The stringing machine

was calibrated before each racket was strung, using a No. 8916

Viking spring scale manufactured by Hanson.
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There were nine testing sessions over a period of twenty-

seven days. From one to five rackets were tested each session;

this was necessitated by the randomization of treatment and

testing order (the randomization order may be found in Appendix

A).

Test Administrator A controlled the temperature for all

testing sessions between 71 and 72 degrees. When the ther-

mometer indicated that the temperature was above 72 degrees,

testing was discontinued until the temperature returned to

72 degrees. The weather bureau was called and a barometric

recording was made for each session (the barometric readings

may be found in Appendix A).

Test Administrator B set up the apparatus for each test-

ing session. A welded platform approximately 24 inches long

and 15 inches wide was used to hold the rackets. A 1/2-inch

pipe rose from the platform attached to which a tape measure

(in 1/8-inch increments) was mounted on a plywood backing.

The nozzle of a vacuum hose was clamped to the pole 102.5

inches above the platform and connected to a vacuum (a diagram

of the testing apparatus may be found in Appendix B). The fol-

lowing procedures were performed by Administrator B prior to

each testing session: (1) the rackets were leveled, (2) the

tape measure was adjusted to the distance from the racket,

(3) the nozzle was adjusted to the distance from the racket,

and (4) the nozzle was directed over the center of the racket

by use of a plumb line.
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The tests were filmed using a Keystone 8 mm camera Model

K-8 set at 48 frames per second. The camera, mounted on a

tripod, was adjusted and operated by Administrator B. The

lens of the camera was 36 inches from the tape and 63.25,

67.25, and 70.25 inches above the face of the rackets. Since

the tripod would not extend enough to raise the camera high

enough for the ball bounce off the racket, the tripod was

placed on a table. The camera was leveled each time prior

to filming. The lighting necessary for the filming was pro-

vided by a set of two movie flood lights mounted on a stool

adjacent to the camera and directed at the tape measure.

The racket was clamped firmly to the platform. The ball

was dropped from the nozzle of the vacuum onto the face of the

racket 102.5 inches below the nozzle. The vacuum was turned

on and the ball was placed on the nozzle; when the vacuum was

turned off, the ball was dropped. Administrator A operated

the vacuum and the ball was dropped four times before the trial

was filmed to determine the camera height. Six trials were

filmed with Administrator A indicating the trial condition

and number on a small blackboard held in front of the tape

before each ball bounce.

A yellow Dunlop Championship ball was used for all tests.

It was taken from a new can of balls which was opened prior

to the first testing session. Immediately following each

testing session the ball was placed in a Bouncer (a tennis

ball can used to keep balls pressurized by pumping air pressure
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into the can). The Bouncer was pressurized and stored until

the next testing session.

The film of the ball bounces was developed after which

Administrator A read the film in a microfilm reader. The

height of the ball bounce reading from the bottom of the ball

to the nearest one-eighth inch was recorded. Each trial was

then corrected for the distortion caused by the angle of the

camera (a diagram of the angles and formula used for correction

may be found in Appendix C).

Analysis of Data

According to Kirk (3), the design of this experiment is

a randomized block. The rackets and tensions used were the

independent variables, and the height of the ball bounce was

the dependent variable. There were seven levels of the racket

variable and three levels of the tension variable. The data

were tested for nonadditivity to determine whether the assump-

tions of the design were met. The F ratio obtained was used

to determine (1) whether a significant difference existed in

resiliency of the rackets when strung at different tensions

and (2) whether a significant difference existed between

rackets. Multiple comparisons were computed using Tukey's HSD

to determine the differences among the rackets and tensions.

Data were analyzed by the IBM Model 360-50 computer system

at the North Texas State University Computer Center.
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Chapter Summary

This chapter described the design and procedures used

in the investigation. It included a discussion of models

tested, testing apparatus, testing procedures, and the sta-

tistical analysis of the test results.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

This chapter presents an analysis of data and an inter-

pretation of the findings of the study. The purpose of the

investigation was to determine the effects of different

string tensions in different tennis rackets. Data from the

seven different tennis rackets strung at three different

tensions were derived from the measurement of the height of

ball bounces off the rackets. The findings secured for this

study were derived from statistical treatment of the data as

calculated by an IBM 360-50 computer. The height of the ball

bounces from the seven different tennis rackets strung at

three different tensions was analyzed by the analysis of

variance. The .05 level of confidence was used to determine

significance for this study.

The statistical design of this investigation was a

randomized block. One of the assumptions of the design was

that the block and treatment effects are additive or that

there was not significant interaction. Table I includes the

results of the test of nonadditivity for linear by linear

components.

The F ratio of 0.09075 was not significant at the .05

level of confidence, which indicated that there was not
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interaction and the block and treatment effects were additive.

This lends support to the assumptions of the randomized block

design (1).

TABLE I

TEST OF NONADDITIVITY

Source Sums of Squares df F P

Nonadditivity 0.10637 1 0.09075 .7689

Residual 13.0000 .0. .a.

Remainder 12.8936 11 . .

Table II presents the mean height of the bounces of the

ball off the seven different rackets strung at three different

tensions.

TABLE II

MEAN HEIGHT OF BALL BOUNCES OFF RACKETS
STRUNG AT DIFFERENT TENSIONS

Rackets 45 lb. 52 lb. 60 lb.

Wilson Kramer 71.54 69.10 65.98

Dunlop Fort 66.74 67.02 66.76

Dunlop Austral 67.32 63.82 63.63

Yamaha Composite 65.37 63.54 60.79

Head Professional 71.75 70.75 67.61

Head Master 69.29 67.38 65.56

Wilson T-2000 66.19 63.52 60.79
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Results reveal a range from 71.75 inches bounce off the

Head Professional strung at 45 pounds of tension to 60.79

inches bounce off the Yamaha Composite and Wilson T-2000

strung at 60 pounds of tension.

Table III presents the mean height and standard devia-

tions of the ball bounces off the seven different rackets 
in

rank order.

MEAN HEIGHT AND
BOUNCES OFF

TABLE III

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BALL
SEVEN DIFFERENT RACKETS

Rackets Rank Order Mean-Inch SD

Head Professional - 70.04 2.16

Wilson Kramer 2 68.87 2.79

Head Master 3 67.41 1.87

Dunlop Fort 4 66.84 0.16

Dunlop Austral 5 64.92 2.08

Wilson T-2000 6 63.50 2.70

Yamaha Coosite 7 63.24.2.31

Table IV presents the mean height and the standard devia-

tions of the ball bounces for the three string tensions.

TABLE IV

MEAN HEIGHT AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF BALL

BOUNCES FOR THREE STRING TENSIONS

String Tension Mean-Inch SD

45 lb. 68.31 2.58

52.5 lb. 66.45 2.90
60 lb. 64.45 2.78
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Table V presents the results of the analysis of variance

for the comparison among the seven tennis rackets and three

string tensions. The source of variation, sums of squares,

degrees of freedom, variance estimate, F ratio, and probability

are included.

TABLE V

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AMONG SEVEN TENNIS
RACKETS AND THREE STRING TENSIONS

Source of Variation -gums of-df Mean F P
Squares Squares

Between (rackets) 123.3342 6 20.5557 18.5032* .0002

Within 65.7365 14 . . . ...

Treatments (tensions) 52.4043 2 26.2021 23.5839* .00007

Residual 13.3322 12 1.1110 ..

Total 189.0707 20 . .

*Significantat the .05 level of confidence.

The results revealed that there were significant differ-

ences among the rackets with the F ratio of 18.5032. The F

ratio of 23.5839 revealed statistically significant differences

among the string tensions (3) .

Tukey's HSD test was computed to determine which rackets

differed significantly in resilience. Table VI presents the

pairwise comparisons of all the rackets.
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TABLE VI

TUKEY'S HSD TEST OF COMPARISON OF
RESILIENCE AMONG TENNIS RACKETS

Tukey' sHSD
Rackets Mean SD Mean Critical

DifferencesDifferences
Head Professional 70.04 2.16 679 6.0426*
Yamaha Cmp4osite 63.24 2.31 6.79_6._426*

Head Professional 70.04 2.16 6.54 5.9238*
Wilson T-2000 63.50 2.70 6.54_ _.923_*

Head Professional 70.04 2.16 5.11 5.7799
Dunlop Austral 64.92 2.08 5.11_5.7799

Head Professional 70.04 2.16
Dunlop Fort 66.84 0.16 3.20 5.5922
Head Professional 70.04 2.16 2.63 5.3358
Head Master 67.41 1.87 2.63_5.3358

Head Professional 70.04 2.16 1.16 4.9167
Wilson Kramer 68.87 2.79
Wilson Kramer 68.87 2.79
Yamaha Composite 63.24 2.31 5.63 5.9238
Wilson Kramer 68.87 2.795.75.7799
Wilson T--2000 63.50 2.70 5.37_5.7799
Wilson Kramer 68.87 2.79
Dunlop Austral 64.92 2.08 5.5922
Wilson Kramer 68.87 2.79
Dunlop Fort 66.84 0.16 2.03 5.3358
Wilson Kramer 68.87 2.79 1.46 4.9167
Head Master 67.41 1.87 _ .46 _4.9167

Head Master 67.41 1.87 4.17 5.7799
YamahaComposite, 63.24 2.31 4._7_5.7799

Head Master 67.41 1.87 3.91 5.5922
Wilson T-2000 63.50 2.70 3.91 _5.5922

Head Master 67.41 1.87
Dunlop Austral 64.92 2.08
Head Master 67.41 1.87
Dunlop Fort 66.84 0.16 0.57 4.9167
Dunlop Fort 66.84 0.16 3.60 5.5922
Yamaha Composite 63.24 2.31 * *
Dunlop Fort 66.84 0.16 3.34 5.3358
Wilson T-2000 63.50 2.70 3.34_5.3358
Dunlop Fort 66.84 0.16 1.92 4.9167
Dunlop Austral 64.92 2.08 *
Dunlop Austral 64.92 2.08 1.68 5.3358
Yamaha Composite 63.24 2.31 * _*

Dunlop Austral 64.92 2.08
Wilson T-2000 63.50 2.70 1.42 4.9167
Wilson T-2000 63.50 2.70 0.26 4.9167
Yamaha Composite 63.24 2.31 _ .26_4.9167

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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The critical difference of 6.0426 was significant for

the comparison of resilience of the Head Professional and

Yamaha Composite rackets. The critical difference of 5.9238

was also significant for the comparison of resilience of the

Head Professional and Wilson T-2000 rackets (3). None of the

other pairwise comparisons among the rackets were significant

at the .05 level of confidence using Tukey's HSD test.

Tukey's HSD test was applied to determine whether there

were differences in resilience in string tensions. Table VII

presents the results of the comparisons of string tensions.

TABLE VII

DIFFERENCES AMONG STRING TENSIONS

Mean . .
String Tensions Mean SD Differences Critical

Differences

45.0 lb. 68.3143 2.5758 3.8686 1.4382*
60.0 lb. 64.4457 2.7796

45.0 lb. 68.3143 2.5758 1.8629 1.3107*
52.5Slb. 66.4514 2.9011

52.5 lb. 66.4514 2.9011 2.0057 1.3107*
60.0 lb. 64.4457 . 2.7796 2 53
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence.

The critical difference of 1.4382 was significant for the com-

parison of 45 pounds of tension and 60 pounds of tension.

The critical difference of 1.3107 was significant for the com-

parison of 45 pounds of tension and 52.5 pounds of tension.

The critical difference of 1.3107 was significant for the

comparison of 52.5 and 60 pounds of tension (3).
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Figure 1 plots the height of the ball bounces off the

seven rackets strung at the three stringing tensions.
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*1--Head Professional, 2--Wilson Kramer, 3--Head
Master, 4--Dunlop Fort, 5--Dunlop Austral, 6--Wilson T-2000,
7--Yamaha Composite.

Fig. 1--Mean height of the ball bounces off seven different
rackets strung at three different tensions.

Figure 1 reveals the differences in

sions on five of the seven rackets.

similarity among all three tensions

similarity on the Dunlop Austral at

and 60 pounds of tension.

resilience among the ten-

The ball bounces show

on the Dunlop Fort and

52.5 pounds of tension
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Figure 2 presents a comparison of the mean height of the

ball bounces off the seven rackets at the three different

string tensions.
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Fig. 2--A comparison of resilience of three string ten-
sions.

Figure 2 reveals that, as string tension is increased, the

height of the ball bounce off the racket decreases. There ap-

pears to be almost a straight line inverse relationship.

Discussion of Findings

In the present investigation, seven different tennis

rackets were strung at three different tensions. These racket

and string tension variables were tested by dropping a tennis

ball off the rackets and measuring the height of the ball

bounce.

The findings from this study indicated that there were

significant differences in resiliency among the seven different

tennis rackets. The pairwise comparisons among rackets which
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indicated significant differences were the Head Professional-

Yamaha Composite and Head Professional-Wilson T-2000. The

string tensions of 45 pounds, 52.5 pounds, and 60 pounds all

revealed differences in resilience that were statistically

significant.

The findings derived from this study are in partial agree-

ment with Jay Monroe, quoted in Chapter II (1). His theory

was that the rackets strung at lower tensions had more resil-

ience than the rackets strung at higher tensions. This is in

opposition to the more commonly held belief that taut strings

are more resilient than loose strings.

It is important to note here that, under the testing con-

ditions of this investigation, the ball was traveling at a

low velocity and the racket was stationary. Under normal

playing conditions the ball and racket both have more velocity.

The results obtained could be totally due to the testing con-

ditions; and when velocity is increased to both ball and

racket, taut strings could be more resilient. However, this

is only supposition.

It appears that the tension at which a racket is strung

is a critical factor, with the possible exception of the

Dunlop Fort and the Dunlop Austral. There was little varia-

tion of the ball bounce off the Dunlop Fort regardless of the

tension. There was also very little variation in the ball

bounce off the Dunlop Austral strung at 52.5 and 60 pounds

of tension. A possible explanation for the similarities of
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the resilience of the different tensions in the Dunlop rackets

could be the strength of the materials in the laminations of

the Dunlop rackets. The Dunlop rackets have a lighter weighted

head which could possibly mean softer wood into which the ten-

sion could set. However, this, too, is an assumption.

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented an analysis of data and an inter-

pretation of the findings. Data in the present investigation

were analyzed by the analysis of variance method. Significant

differences of resilience were found among the seven rackets

and the three string tensions.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents a summary of the problem, an

analysis of the results, and recommendations for additional

studies.

This study was designed to determine the resilient

effects of seven different selected tennis rackets and three

different selected racket string tensions. The study sought

to investigate whether or not significant differences existed

in resilience between selected tennis rackets and whether or

not significant differences existed in resilience between

selected string tensions.

Data for determining whether or not significant differ-

ences existed between the tennis rackets and between string

tensions were obtained by bouncing a ball off the rackets and

measuring the height of the ball bounce. An analysis of the

results included the computation of means and standard devia-

tions, a test of nonadditivity, analysis of variance, and

Tukey's HSD. The .05 level of confidence was used to deter-

mine significance for this study.

Results

The following are the results of the present investiga-

tion:
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1. There was no additivity and, therefore, no signifi-

cant interaction of rackets and string tension. The randomized

block design, therefore, was appropriate for the study.

2. There was a significant difference of resilience

between tennis rackets.

3. The Head Professional differed significantly from

the Wilson T-2000 and the Yamaha Composite.

4. An analysis of differences of resilience between

the three string tensions revealed that they were all statis-

tically significant.

Conclusions

Within the limitations of this study, the following

conclusions appear to be justified:

1. A tennis racket strung at 45 pounds of tension is

more resilient than one strung at 52.5 pounds of tension.

2. A tennis racket strung at 45 pounds of tension is

more resilient than one strung at 60 pounds of tension.

3. A tennis racket strung at 52.5 pounds of tension is

more resilient than one strung at 60 pounds of tension.

4. There appears to be an inverse relationship between

string tension and resiliency.

5. It appears that the resiliency does not differ at

any of the three tensions with which the Dunlop Fort is strung.

6. The Head Professional racket is more resilient than

the Wilson T-2000 and the Yamaha Composite racket.
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7. There do not appear to be significant differences

in the resiliency of the Wilson Kramer, Dunlop Fort, 
Head

Master, and Dunlop Austral rackets.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are presented 
as a result

of this study:

1. Further investigations could be conducted in 
which

the racket and/or the ball have varying velocities, thereby

being able to generalize to actual playing 
characteristics.

2. A study could be conducted using different types 
and

gauges of string.

3. A study could be conducted using varied string ten-

sions.

4. Further investigations could be conducted using dif-

ferent rackets, especially the new graphite and the large

sized Prince.

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a summary of the purposes 
and

procedures of this investigation, as well as the results and

conclusions of the study. Recommendations for future investi-

gations of tennis racket and string tension 
resilience are

included.



APPENDIX A

TREATMENT AND TESTING ORDER, CAMERA HEIGHT, AND
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE OF TESTING SESSIONS

Height of romeric
Tes nTension PressureTesting Racket Camera (Presur

Session (Lbs.) (Inches) (Inches o
II _err)

Yamaha Composite

Wilson T-2000

Yamaha Composite

Wilson Kramer

Dunlop Fort

Head Professional

Dunlop Fort

Dunlop Fort

Wilson Kramer

Wilson Kramer

Head Master

Head Professional

Head Master

Dunlop Austral

Head Master

Wilson T-2000

Composite

Head Professional

Dunlop Austral

Dunlop Austral

Wilson T-2000

Wilson Kramer

45

52.50

52.50

45

45

60

60

52.50

60

52.50

60

52.50

45

45

52.50

60

60

45

52.50

60

45

60 (re-
test)

67.25

67.25

67.25

69.25

67.25

67.25

67.25

67.25

67.25

69.25

67.25

69.25

69.25

67.25

67.25

63.25

63.25

70.25

67.25

63.25

67.25

67.25

30.23

30.23

30.14

30.14

30.14

30.14

30.17

30.13

30.13

30.04

30.04

30.04

30.01

30.01

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

29.95

30.04

30.04

30.18

44

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



APPENDIX B

DIAGRAM OF TESTING APPARATUS
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APPENDIX C

DIASRAA AND FORMULAS FOR CORRECTION
OF ANBLE DISTORTION
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